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ABSTRACT

Fold-and-thrust belts and their adjacent foreland basins provide a wealth of 
information about crustal shortening and mountain-building processes in conver-
gent orogens. Erosion of the hanging walls of these structures is often thought to be 
synchronous with deformation and results in the exhumation and cooling of rocks 
exposed at the surface. Applications of low-temperature thermochronology and bal-
anced cross sections in fold-and-thrust belts have linked the record of rock cooling 
with the timing of deformation and exhumation. The goal of these applications is to 
quantify the kinematic and thermal history of fold-and-thrust belts. In this review, 
we discuss different styles of deformation preserved in fold-and-thrust belts, and the 
ways in which these structural differences result in different rock cooling histories 
as rocks are exhumed to the surface. Our emphasis is on the way in which different 
numerical modeling approaches can be combined with low-temperature thermochro-
nometry and balanced cross sections to resolve questions surrounding the age, rate, 
geometry, and kinematics of orogenesis.
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INTRODUCTION

Folding and thrust faulting are the primary mechanisms for 
the shortening and thickening of continental crust and thus are 
common geologic features of convergent margins. Previous work 
has clearly documented that crustal shortening produces a dis-
tinctive suite of structures, including faults that extend both paral-
lel to bedding and across it, and the resulting folds produced by 
motion on the faults (e.g., Rich, 1934; Dahlstrom, 1969; Boyer 
and Elliott, 1982; McClay, 1992). Examples include duplexes and 
imbricate faults, which form as a result of an inherent mechanical 
anisotropy in stratigraphic layers. Because of this link between 
fold-and-thrust belts and mechanical anisotropy, a precondition 

for fold-and-thrust belt formation is an extensive preexisting 
sedimentary basin of platformal to passive-margin strata (Fig. 1). 
The mechanical anisotropy of stratigraphic layering exerts a fi rst-
order control on the style and magnitude of shortening (Price, 
1981; Stockmal et al., 2007). The large magnitude of conver-
gence accommodated by fold-and-thrust belts produces some of 
the largest mountains in the world, such as the Central Andean 
thrust belt (eastern Peru, Bolivia, and Argentina) and the south-
ern fl ank of the Himalaya. Furthermore, crustal thickening due to 
structural repetition and the burial of rocks due to sedimentation 
lead to the creation of natural hydrocarbon traps that host a large 
percentage of the world’s oil and gas reserves. An understanding 
of the geometry and kinematics of fold-and-thrust belt systems 
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is a requirement for understanding how these mountains and 
natural reservoirs form. Fold-and-thrust belts provide a record of 
the amount of continental crustal shortening and thus provide an 
estimate of the amount of plate convergence absorbed by conti-
nents. If the magnitude of crustal shortening can be tied to age 
constraints on deformation and deformation-related denudation, 
then fold-and-thrust belt systems provide a record of the ways 
in which the magnitude and rate of deformation have evolved 
with time, allowing us to evaluate the driving processes behind 
deformation. In this review, we focus our discussion on the ways 
in which knowledge of the thermal evolution of a fold-and-thrust 
belt (via thermochronology) can aid in constraining the deforma-
tion history.

Deformation, denudation, and sedimentation associated 
with fold-and-thrust belts can exert a large infl uence on the ther-
mal state of continental crust and the lithosphere. The structural 
development and denudation of a fold-and-thrust belt modify 
the subsurface thermal fi eld by producing lateral variations in 
the depth to a given isotherm. This is particularly true for upper-
crustal (<~15 km) temperatures, where stacking of thrust sheets, 
denudation, and topographic effects on isotherms are the largest 
(e.g., Mancktelow and Graseman, 1997; Stuwe et al., 1994; Rahn 
and Grasemann, 1999; Olen et al., 2012). As thrust faults propa-
gate and move upward along footwall ramps, the vertical com-
ponent of motion and the exhumation advect heat upward. The 
upward motion creates topography and focuses erosion, and the 
upward advection of isotherms is enhanced (Shi and Wang, 1987; 
Huerta et al., 1996; Rahn and Grasemann, 1999; Ehlers and Far-

ley, 2003; Huerta and Rodgers, 2006; Lock and Willett, 2008). 
Adjacent sedimentation in the foreland imparts a downward 
advection of the isotherms due to the deposition of sediments at 
surface temperatures that are then buried (Husson and Moretti, 
2002; Ehlers and Farley, 2003; Ehlers, 2005; Rak, 2015). Addi-
tional modifi cations to the thermal fi eld arise from lateral heat 
fl ow across faults from emplacement of a warm hanging wall 
over a cool footwall, potential frictional heating on faults, and 
thickening of radiogenic heat–producing rocks (Brewer, 1981; 
Shi and Wang, 1987; Ruppel and Hodges, 1994; Ehlers and Far-
ley, 2003). Taken together, these processes result in a crustal ther-
mal fi eld that is both temporally and spatially variable (Fig. 2).

Fold-and-thrust belts provide settings rich with geologic, 
geochemical, and geophysical signals of their thermal evolution. 
Examples of observations that provide insight into the thermal 
evolution of fold-and-thrust belts include: (1) quartz deformation 
temperatures (Grujic et al., 1996; Law et al., 2004, 2013; Long et 
al., 2011a; Law, 2014), (2) Raman spectroscopy of carbonaceous 
materials (RSCM) and vitrinite refl ectance (Castaño and Sparks, 
1974; Barker, 1988; Beyssac et al., 2004; Ruppert et al., 2010; 
Whynot et al., 2010; Cooper et al., 2013), (3) surface heat-fl ow 
determinations (e.g., Henry and Pollack, 1988), and (4) thermo-
chronometry from a suite of different mineral systems, includ-
ing, but not limited to, 40Ar/39Ar of feldspar and mica, apatite 
and zircon fi ssion-track dating, (U-Th)/He of zircon, apatite, and 
other mineral systems (e.g., Reiners and Ehlers, 2005; Table 1), 
and monazite geochronology (Robinson et al., 2003; Kohn et al., 
2004; Kohn, 2008). Both quartz deformation temperatures and 
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic diagram of a critical wedge geometry, highlighting locations of major fold-and-thrust belt struc-
ture (P.G. DeCelles, 2000, personal commun.). θc is critical wedge, α is the topographic slope, and β is the basal décol-
lement. (B) Schematic passive-margin geometry, depicting original sedimentary basin taper and distribution of typical 
sedimentary rocks. (C) Behavior of Coulomb wedge in α-β space in response to changing key parameters (modifi ed from 
DeCelles and Mitra, 1995). I—critical wedge, wedge advances in self-similar form; III—subcritical wedge, the wedge 
does not advance but deforms internally to regain taper; IV—supercritical wedge, structure promotes normal faulting or 
forward propagation to regain critical taper; S—increase in wedge strength, P—increase in pore pressure or decrease in 
basal strength, D—increase in durability of the surface, E—erosion of the surface.
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RSCM provide insight into temperatures of the last deformation 
event or peak temperatures (respectively), while the other sys-
tems provide information on the temperature history and timing 
of exhumation or burial.

Observations of fold-and-thrust belt thermal evolution are 
commonly used to interpret the timing of events such as the age 
of maximum rock burial, or age of rock cooling due to exhuma-
tion. However, the ages of rock burial and exhumation can also 
be used to calculate thrust belt kinematics (e.g., displacement, 
velocity, acceleration/deceleration) when they are combined 
with both estimates of structural geometry as well as information 
about the subsurface thermal fi eld from a thermal model. Models 
used to evaluate thermal observations range from simple simu-
lations of a single fault, which numerically evaluate the effects 
of basal heat fl ow, radiogenic heat generation, and shear heating 
(e.g., Molnar and England, 1990; Royden, 1993; Henry et al., 
1997), to single fault models that take into account both fron-
tal accretion of material (the transfer of material from below to 
above the fault at the front of the system) and underplating (the 
transfer of material from below the fault to above the fault toward 
the hinterland of the system; e.g., Willett et al., 2001; Bollinger et 

al., 2006; Herman et al., 2010). Numerical models used to predict 
thermochronologic data based on the geometry of a fault system 
include models that evaluate a single fault (e.g., Rahn and Grase-
man, 1999; Huerta and Rodgers, 2006); a series of faults and 
fault geometries (e.g., ter Voorde et al., 2004; Lock and Willett, 
2008); a simplifi ed critical wedge system (e.g., Willett and Bran-
don, 2002; Bollinger et al., 2006; Herman et al., 2010); and the 
integrated signal from fault and fold geometries across an entire 
fold-and-thrust belt (McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015).

Over the past few decades, technical advances in thermo-
chronometry and thermokinematic numerical modeling have 
opened up an enormous opportunity to quantify the rates, mag-
nitudes, and timing of deformation and erosion in active contrac-
tional settings. As a result, recognition has emerged that interpre-
tations of thermochronometer data in compressional systems are 
linked to (1) transport of rocks along faults, (2) the location and 
magnitude of erosional exhumation, and (3) the mechanisms by 
which rock transport and erosion modulate the subsurface ther-
mal fi eld. Thus, accurate use of thermochronometer systems to 
place age constraints on fold-and-thrust belt kinematics requires 
understanding how the geometry and magnitude of fault slip 
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Figure 2. (A) Kinematic model for a critical wedge convergent orogen created by subduction and accretion (modifi ed from Willett and Brandon, 
2002). Top panel shows pattern of predicted ages from multiple thermochronometers (collected at the surface) at exhumational steady state. The 
zones of reset ages of four chronometers are nested and are concentrated along the retrowedge side of the model. Middle panel shows evolution 
with time (t) of a single thermochronometer (A). Bottom panel shows kinematic model of a critical wedge. Accretionary fl ux, F

A
, and erosional 

fl ux, F
E
, determine material transport (dashed lines), while the vertical component of the material fl ux and erosion determine location and mag-

nitude of warped isotherms. (B) Top panel shows predicted thermochronological ages vs. horizontal distance for a thermokinematic model of 
deformation in the central Nepal Himalaya (modifi ed from Herman et al., 2010). Lines represent predicted ages: solid black line is 40Ar/39Ar 
muscovite (MAr), long dash line is (U-Th)/He in zircon (ZHe), and gray dotted line is apatite fi ssion-track (AFT). Dashed lines bracket region 
of accretion (duplexing) and erosion. Bottom panel depicts the thermal structure output from the numerical model (thin lines) and associated 
velocity fi eld (small black arrows). Underplating/ accretion zone matches with the high rock uplift zone.
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TABLE 1. ESTIMATED CLOSURE TEMPERATURES FOR COMMONLY USED THERMOCHRONOMETERS 
 erusolC lareniM dohteM

temperature* 
(°C) 

Commonly 
used 

abbreviation 

References 

40Ar/39Ar Hornblende 400–600 HAr Harrison (1982); Dahl (1996) 

Biotite 350–400 BAr Grove and Harrison (1996); Harrison et al. (1985) 

Muscovite 300–350 MAr Robbins (1972); Hames and Bowring (1994) 

 )7991 ,1991( .la te arevoL ;)4991( dnaloF slef-K 053–051 rapsdlef-K  

(U-Th)/He Titanite 160–220 THe Reiners and Farley (1999) 

Zircon 160–200 ZHe Reiners et al. (2004) 

 )0002( yelraF eHA 08–55 etitapA  
Fission track Titanite 240–300 TFT Coyle and Wagner (1998) 

Titanite 380–420 TFT Watt and Durrani (1985); Naeser and Faul (1969) 

Zircon (zero-damage) 330–350 ZFT Tagami et al. (1998); Rahn et al. (2004) 

Zircon (“natural”) 230 ZFT Brandon and Vance (1992); Brandon et al. (1998) 

 )9991( .la te mahcteK ;)7891( .la te ttelsaL TFA 021–09 etitapA  
   *Closure temperatures calculated using Dodson (1973) for all systems except fission track. Dodson (1979) was used for the fission-track 
method using the 50% annealing isopleth (fanning) model. Closure temperatures provided are for a typical range of grain sizes and cooling rates 
between 1–100 °C/m.y. 
   Note: Table was condensed from that of Reiners (2005). See also Brandon et al. (1998), Hodges (2003), and Ehlers (2005) for additional 
information. 

infl uence the distribution and amount of erosion and the resulting 
thermal structure of the crust. The purpose of this contribution 
is to review how both structures and the thermal fi eld evolve in 
thrust belts and how linking these components together increases 
our ability to understand the temporal evolution of fold-and-thrust 
belt systems. We do this by structuring our discussion around 
(1) the mechanics and structure of thrust belts, which infl uence 
their thermal evolution; (2) the role of surface processes such as 
erosion and sedimentation on the thermal fi eld; and (3) the ways 
in which the previously discussed tectonic and surface processes 
when combined together infl uence the composite thermal evolu-
tion of the thrust belt.

Fold-and-Thrust Belts as Coulomb Wedges

The orogen-scale geometry of fold-and-thrust belts and 
accretionary prisms is wedge shaped, where the lower bound-
ary is the basal detachment or décollement of the system, which 
slopes away from the tip of the wedge, and the upper boundary of 
the wedge is the topographic surface, which generally increases 
in elevation away from the tip of the wedge (e.g., Dahlen, 1990; 
Fig. 1A). Deformation within the wedge is dominated by thrust 
faults, which verge toward the wedge tip. The large-scale oro-
gen geometry, pattern of deformation, associated exhumation, 
and state of stress can be approximated by critical wedge mod-
els (e.g., Chapple, 1978; Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen et al., 1984). 
The growth of the wedge is governed by conservation of mass. 
A critical taper (θc) equals the slope of topography (α) plus the 
slope of the décollement (β) (Fig. 1A). Because of the require-
ment of mass conservation, θc is simply a function of the strength 
of the material involved (assumed to be unvarying and nonco-

hesive) and the resistance to sliding imparted by basal friction. 
Thus, as more material is added to the system, both the width and 
the height of the wedge grow self similarly (Dahlen, 1990). This 
relationship requires that changes to this self-similar growth are 
the consequences of changes in the strength of the décollement, 
the strength of the material in the wedge, and/or preferential 
removal of material from the surface of the wedge (i.e., erosional 
control on topography; Dahlen, 1990).

Several variables have been shown to affect the behavior 
of Coulomb wedges. Wedges composed of strong rocks require 
a lower critical taper angle to propagate forward compared to 
wedges made up of weak rocks. Similarly, the presence of a 
weak basal layer reduces the critical taper angle required for the 
wedge to propagate forward (Davis and Engelder, 1985; Liu et 
al., 1992; Costa and Vendeville, 2002; Suppe, 2007; Malavielle, 
2011). Theoretical and analogue models of critically tapered 
wedges provide a valuable conceptual framework for interpret-
ing the fi rst-order behavior of fold-and-thrust belts. An important 
contribution is that the balance between accretionary (material 
incorporated into the wedge) and erosional (material removed) 
fl uxes determines whether an orogenic wedge grows, shrinks, or 
stays constant. If θ < θc, the rear of the wedge must shorten and 
thicken to increase θ to a critical value. If θ > θc, the wedge may 
propagate outward to reduce θ or lower the rear through normal 
faulting to reduce θ (Fig. 1C). Thus, focused erosion in the hin-
terland of a system would promote out-of-sequence faulting there 
or enhance underplating (duplexing of strata) to regain critical 
taper (e.g., Malavielle, 2011). Numerical models emphasize this 
strong interdependence of deformation and erosion. Large-scale 
removal of mass causes the particle paths within the wedge to 
adjust to replace the eroded material (Willett et al., 1993).
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Convergent orogens can have a strong feedback between 
the high rates of rock uplift and erosion (Willett and Brandon, 
2002). Numerical models of convergent wedges evaluate how 
convergence, uplift, and erosion are coupled and how these cou-
pled processes modify the subsurface thermal fi eld (e.g., Willett, 
1999; Willett et al., 2001). Topographic steady state is achieved 
when the average cross-sectional form of the topography, such 
as the mean elevation, the height of the main topographic divide, 
and the distance of the topographic divide from the deformation 
front, reaches a steady value (Willett and Brandon, 2002). In oro-
genic belts where erosion is high, it is possible for the system to 
reach an exhumational steady state where the erosional fl ux out 
of the system balances the accretionary fl ux into the system. This 
scenario is independent of a topographic steady state and will 
commonly postdate it in time (e.g., Willett, 1999). The subsur-
face temperature fi eld of an orogen changes as a result of both 
the internal velocity fi eld and the location of erosion (Fig. 2A). 
When numerically modeling convergent deformation at an oro-
gen scale, Willett et al. (1993) showed that two critical wedges 
develop: a prowedge with the geometry and stress state of a 
critical wedge corresponding to a minimum taper angle, and a 
retrowedge, with the geometry and stress state corresponding to 
the maximum critical taper angle. When surface processes are 
added to the simulation, exhumation is most rapid and focused 
on the retrowedge side of the doubly verging simulation. While 
evaluating the response of orogens to changes in climate, ero-
sion rate, tectonics, and rock uplift rate without requiring steady 
state, Whipple and Meade (2006) showed a strong climatic con-
trol on wedge width and diagnostic responses due to climatic or 
tectonic perturbations. Although the model relaxed the steady-
state assumption, they did assume self-similar wedge growth and 
decay (θc is constant) as modeled in sand-box experiments and 
numerical simulations (Davis et al., 1983; Koons, 1990; Hoth et 
al., 2006; Stolar et al., 2006). However, studies that use critical 
taper as a lens through which to interpret the kinematic behavior 
of a fold-and-thrust belt (Liu et al., 1992; DeCelles and Mitra, 
1995; Horton 1999; Costa and Vendeville, 2002) emphasize the 
numerous and unexceptional processes that govern wedge evolu-
tion and force taper angle changes as the system evolves (i.e., θc 
is not constant; Fig. 1C).

Although critical wedge theory provides an important 
framework for understanding how orogen deformation responds 
to changing boundary conditions, the requirement that all rocks 
within the wedge are on the verge of Coulomb failure (Dahlen, 
1990) and the inability to vary material properties within the 
wedge inhibit it from providing insight into the sequence of 
deformation that governs how a critical wedge develops from 
preexisting noncritical geometries. As pointed out by Stockmal 
et al. (2007), critical wedge solutions become more limited when 
evaluating the effect of material differences, particularly ones 
with original horizontal geometries, and the ways in which those 
initial planes of weakness impact the internal structural geom-
etry, strain history patterns, and pressure-temperature-time paths 
within fold-and-thrust belts. This nonuniform behavior alters the 

predicted erosional response and modifi es the resulting thermal 
fi eld. In addition, as surface processes change the shape or size 
of the wedge via erosion, they also change the behavior of the 
wedge via sedimentation (Fuller et al., 2006a; Stockmal et al., 
2007; Willett and Schlunegger, 2010; Wu and McClay, 2011). 
Flexural subsidence and foreland deposition can result in a local 
critical or supercritical wedge that bypasses the need for the 
internal deformation commonly required to achieve critical taper. 
This process lends itself to widely spaced thrust faults that carry 
piggyback synorogenic basins (Stockmal et al., 2007; Wu and 
McClay, 2011).

FOLD-AND-THRUST BELT STRUCTURES

Original Basin Architecture

The critical wedge geometry of fold-and-thrust belts devel-
ops from a sedimentary prism that also has an initial wedge shape 
(Fig. 1B; Bally et al., 1966; Price, 1973; Chapple, 1978). Stud-
ies of North American fold-and-thrust belts have long recognized 
the association between patterns of deformation (particularly the 
location of thrust belt salients and recesses) and the location of 
Proterozoic and Paleozoic sedimentary basins (e.g., Thomas, 
1977; Beutner, 1977; Hatcher, 1989; Boyer, 1995; Mitra, 1997). 
These observations emphasize the link between the inherited 
basin structure of passive margins and the development and 
evolution of large-scale structures that later deform these basins 
(Fig. 1A). Variations in the initial sedimentary basin taper and 
geometry (locations of mechanically strong and weak horizons) 
impart variations on the resulting fold-and-thrust belt geometry 
(Mitra, 1997; Boyer, 1995). For example, if the sedimentary 
prism has a low initial taper, high internal shortening is required 
for the wedge to advance. However, if the sedimentary prism has 
a high initial taper, the sedimentary prism may be stripped from 
the basement and advance as a single thrust sheet without under-
going signifi cant internal shortening (Boyer, 1995; Mitra, 1997).

Hinterland Megathrusts

The weak, low-initial-taper, distal portions of a passive- 
margin wedge will tend to have high internal strain and closely 
spaced structures in order to build critical taper and propagate 
forward. In contrast, the internal portions of a passive-margin 
sequence are regions that exhibit higher initial-taper angles and 
thick sections of stronger metasedimentary rocks that detach on 
weak sedimentary horizons, or brittle-ductile transitions zones, 
to create hinterland megathrust sheets (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; 
Boyer, 1995; Mitra, 1997; Fig. 1). Megathrust sheets are remark-
able for their length, thickness, and lack of internal deformation 
associated with transport (Hatcher and Hooper, 1992). They are 
common in the medial to hinterland parts of orogenic wedges. 
Examples include the Blue Ridge thrust sheet in the Appala-
chians (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Hatcher and Hooper, 1992), the 
Canyon Range, Williard, and Lewis thrust sheets in the North 
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 American Cordillera (Yonkee, 1992; van der Velden and Cook, 
1994; DeCelles et al., 1995; DeCelles and Coogan, 2006; Hatcher, 
2004), the Main Central thrust in the Himalayas (Schelling, 1992; 
Robinson et al., 2006; Long et al., 2011b), and basement mega -
thrusts in the Bolivian Andes (Kley, 1996; McQuarrie and 
DeCelles, 2001; McQuarrie, 2002a). These megathrust sheets are 
generally 8–15 km thick and accommodate 100–350 km of dis-
placement. If the thrust sheet detaches on the brittle-ductile transi-
tion zone, the basal detachment angle may stay close to 0° over a 
large area, creating a uniform slab geometry (Hatcher and Hooper, 
1992; Hatcher, 2004). Duplexes and ramps form at the base of the 
megathrust sheets when the thrust fault can no longer propagate 
along the brittle-ductile transition zone (Fig. 1). These allow the 
megathrust to cut upward into the upper crust or sequence of plat-
form sediments (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Hatcher and Hooper, 
1992) and transfer slip into the sedimentary sections in the front of 
the system (Mitra, 1997). The initial emplacement of megathrust 
sheets enhances the taper of the wedge by both elevating topogra-
phy and increasing the décollement dip through isostatic loading 
(Stockmal et al., 2007; McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015; Rak, 2015).

Fault Bend Folds, Duplexes, and Imbricate Fans

Many of the map-scale folds that form in fold-and-thrust 
belts are the result of bending of stratigraphic layers over fault 
ramps (e.g., Rich, 1934; Rodgers, 1950; Gwinn, 1970; Suppe, 
1983). Thrust faults tend to travel parallel to bedding along weak 
detachment horizons and step upward via fault ramps through 
strong layers into a higher bedding-parallel detachment layer 
(Rich, 1934). These fault bend folds tend to preserve layer thick-
ness, and they produce no net distortion when the layers are hori-

zontal and conserve bedding dip (Suppe, 1983; Fig. 3A). The 
footwall ramps of these faults can range in height from less than 
1 km to 10 km, increase structural elevation by bringing deeper 
rocks above their regional (stratigraphic) position, and impart an 
upward, vertical velocity to the motion of material. When mul-
tiple faults cut and repeat the same stratigraphic layer, an imbri-
cate fan develops (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Fig. 3B). If the thrust 
faults are spaced far enough apart, and fault slip is less than the 
fault spacing, the next fault to form does not alter the geometry 
or vertical motion of the fault preceding it; however, when faults 
are closely spaced and/or the slip on the fault is greater than the 
fault spacing, the motion of the next fault over the footwall ramp 
rotates previously formed thrust faults and ramps to steeper dips. 
When ramps sequentially develop between a lower and upper 
detachment surface, a duplex forms (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; 
Mitra, 1986). Each fault slice or volume of rock completely sur-
rounded by faults (the top and bottom by décollement surfaces 
and each side by fault ramps) is called a horse (Boyer and Elliott, 
1982; Fig. 3C). The geometry of a duplex is governed by the rela-
tionship between the length of each horse (or spacing between 
ramps) and the amount of displacement. If the length of the horse 
is greater than the amount of displacement, a hinterland-dipping 
duplex forms (Fig. 3C). If the amount of displacement is greater 
than the length of the horse, a foreland-dipping duplex forms 
(Fig. 3E). If the length of the horse is equal to the amount of 
displacement, an antiformal stack forms (Fig. 3D).

Thrusts generally develop in a forward-breaking sequence, 
defi ning a regional foreland-directed tectonic transport direc-
tion. Although the forelandward transport direction prevails, in 
detail, faults may move “out of sequence,” with reactivated or 
new fault motion anywhere in the hinterland of the frontal fault. 

A
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hinterland dipping duplex

antiformal stack

foreland dipping duplex
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Figure 3. Typical fold-and-thrust belt structures (modifi ed from McClay, 1992): (A) fault bend fold, (B) fault propagation 
fold/imbricate fan, (C) hinterland-dipping duplex, (D) antiformal stack, and (E) foreland-dipping duplex. Dashed lines 
represent location of the next fault to form.
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As  thrusting becomes closely spaced, out-of-sequence thrusting 
is inhibited as early thrusts steepen due to rotation of older thrusts 
by foreland thrust imbricates (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Shaw et 
al., 2005). Tilting and folding of the earliest thrusts and the stra-
tigraphy they carry make continued slip on them increasingly 
diffi cult. Any out-of-sequence faulting in the hinterland must cut 
across the original mechanical anisotropy of weak bedding hori-
zons and faults. Because of this, maintaining a critically tapered 
wedge through continued uplift of the hinterland is generally 
facilitated by subsurface duplex growth (e.g., Malavielle, 2011).

Foreland Uplifts

Thick-skinned, basement-involved thrust faults that extend 
into the midcrust (10–25 km) may be present in front of, and/or 
adjacent to, the frontal portions of fold-and-thrust belts (Smithson 
et al., 1978; Stone, 1993). These basement-involved structures are 
relatively broad, are short, often have variable strike directions 
and form irregular, anastomosing map patterns (Jordan and All-
mendinger, 1986; Brown, 1988; Erslev, 1993; Kley et al., 1999). 
The uplifts are bounded by moderate to steep thrust faults that 
may include reactivated faults or inherited basement fabrics (e.g., 
Schmidt et al., 1993). The percent of shortening in these regions 
of basement faulting is notably less than in adjacent fold-and-
thrust belts and typically ranges from 10% to 35% (Kley et al., 
1999). Although preexisting structures such as reactivated normal 
faults (e.g., Kley et al., 1999; Pearson et al., 2013) are common in 
regions of foreland basement uplift, a more ubiquitous character-
istic of these basement structures is the limited amount (2–5 km) 
of sedimentary rock overlying them (Brown, 1988; Erslev, 1993; 
Allmendinger and Gubbels, 1996; Allmendinger et al., 1997; 
Kley et al., 1999; McQuarrie, 2002b; Pearson et al., 2013). The 
deeper connection of these basement uplifts to the adjacent fold-
and-thrust belts is still debated (e.g., DeCelles et al., 2004). How-
ever, if these intraforeland basement faults branch upward from a 
regional mid- or lower-crustal shear zone (Erslev, 1993; Pearson 
et al., 2013), then foreland basement uplifts may be integrated 
with the orogenic wedge (Livaccari, 1991; Erslev, 1993, 2001; 
Pearson et al., 2013; Reiners et al., 2015), and the different defor-
mation styles simply refl ect the deformational response of varying 
lithology and mechanical weaknesses.

Foreland Basin System

Foreland basins are elongate sedimentary troughs formed 
between a fold-and-thrust belt and an undeformed craton (Price, 
1973; Dickinson, 1974; Beaumont, 1981; Jordan, 1981; DeCelles 
and Giles, 1996). The basin is a function of the fl exural distri-
bution of a topographic load by the thrust belt on a viscoelastic 
plate (Beaumont, 1978, 1981; Jordan, 1981). The primary basin 
features formed due to this fl exural response are a deep fl exural 
trough (the foredeep depozone, ~2–6 km deep), the forebulge 
(a region of erosion or condensed sedimentation), and a zone of 
very minor (tend of meters for typical fl exural rigidities) fl exural 

subsidence in the back-bulge region (e.g., DeCelles and Giles, 
1996). A high magnitude of fl exural subsidence may be focused 
in the frontal part of the orogenic wedge, producing accommo-
dation for a zone of wedge-top sediment accumulation (Fig. 1).

Accretionary Prisms

The study of accretionary wedges played a key role in the 
development of the critical wedge theory (Davis et al., 1983; 
Dahlen et al., 1984), and accretionary wedges have many simi-
larities to fold-and-thrust belts exposed on land, including the 
characteristic wedge shape between the overlying topography 
and underlying basal décollement, a basal décollement that over-
rides undeformed rocks or sediments, and deformation that is 
dominated by imbricate thrust faults, duplexes, and related folds 
(Aoki et al., 1982; Behrmann et al., 1988; Moore et al., 1988; 
Dahlen, 1990; von Huene and Scholl, 1991; Adam et al., 2004; 
Smith et al., 2012). Signifi cant differences between accretionary 
prisms and fold-and-thrust belts include the thickness of rocks 
incorporated into the growing belt, 7–15 km for fold-and-thrust 
belts and 0.2 km to 7.5 km for accretionary prisms (Price, 1973; 
Zhao et al., 1986; Hatcher, 1989; Roeder and Chamberlain, 1995; 
Mitra, 1997; Bernstein-Taylor et al., 1992; Smith et al., 2012); 
incorporation of unconsolidated sediments into accretionary 
wedges and the resulting arcward reduction of porosity and tec-
tonic strain; and the rheologically uniform properties of ocean-
fl oor sediments that comprise accretionary prisms, as opposed to 
the variable properties for fold-and-thrust belts (Bray and Karig, 
1988; Moore et al., 1988; von Huene and Scholl, 1991; Taira et 
al., 1992). The lack of rheological contrast between the different 
sedimentary beds and the generally weak, water-rich sediments 
in accretionary prisms lead to more mechanically viable out-of-
sequence faulting to maintain taper, as well as pervasively dis-
rupted structure and strata and the formation of mélanges (Cloos, 
1982; McCarthy and Scholl, 1985; Moore et al., 1988). Another 
process unique to accretionary prisms is subduction erosion of 
the overlying plate due to a lack of incoming sediments and/or 
a rough oceanic plate due to volcanic seamounts, plateaus, and 
ridges (von Huene and Scholl, 1991; von Huene et al., 2004). 
Thinning of the upper plate via subduction erosion changes the 
dynamics of the deforming wedge and may lead to long-term 
margin subsidence over wide regions of the wedge. This subsi-
dence will enhance forearc basin growth as sedimentation con-
tinues during periods of strong basal erosion (von Huene and 
Scholl, 1991; Vannucchi et al., 2016).

Balanced Cross Sections

Balanced cross sections were developed as a tool to pro-
duce more accurate and thus more predictive geological cross 
sections in the frontal, nonmetamorphic portions of fold-and-
thrust belts (Bally et al., 1966; Dahlstrom, 1969), as well as a 
means of identifying the structures mentioned in the sections 
on hinterland megathrusts and fault bend folds, duplexes, and 
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imbricate fans. The technique also allows for quantifi cation of 
fault displacement and fold shortening through palinspastic 
restoration. The criteria for the validity of any balanced cross 
section are that it is admissible and viable (Dahlstrom, 1969; 
Elliott, 1983). Admissibility is defi ned as a match between the 
structures drawn on the section and the structures that can be 
seen in the region of interest (Dahlstrom, 1969; Elliott, 1983). A 
viable section is a section that can be restored to an undeformed 
state; e.g., the material in the cross section must equal that in 
the restored section. The viability of a cross section rests on 
the assumption that if we truly understand how structures form, 
then we should be able to (1) take them apart (Elliott, 1983; 
Woodward et al., 1989) and (2) incrementally restore them to 
re-create the balanced section (McQuarrie, 2002a; McQuarrie 
et al., 2008; Robinson, 2008). However, balanced cross sections 
are nonunique, opening the possibility that different geometries 
and kinematics may be able to satisfy the same set of observa-
tions. The most nonunique aspects of cross sections are: (1) the 
geometry of structures that is not seen at the surface, and (2) the 
sequence of thrust faulting.

SURFACE PROCESSES IN 
FOLD-AND-THRUST BELTS

Unlike normal faults, which tectonically exhume footwall 
rocks, thrust faults promote an increase in the mean surface 
elevation, but by defi nition, they do not by themselves allow 
for exhumation (the motion of rocks toward Earth’s surface). 
Surface processes via fl uvial, hillslope, or glacial erosion are 
required for rock exhumation and the generation of the sedi-
ment that ultimately resides in a foreland basin. Thus, motion 
on contractional structures creates elevated topography, but the 
exhumation pathway and cooling history of rocks toward the sur-
face depend on the timing, rate, and magnitude of erosion, as 
well as on the geometry of the subducting plate (e.g., Ehlers and 
Farley, 2003; Shi and Wang, 1987; Huerta and Rodgers, 2006; 
Rahn and Grasemann, 1999; Lock and Willett, 2008; Bendick 
and Ehlers, 2014). Although the background thermal state of 
the upper crust is controlled primarily by basal heat fl ow and by 
crustal thermal properties such as thermal conductivity and heat 
production, focused erosion signifi cantly perturbs the subsurface 
thermal fi eld (Stuwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and Graseman, 
1997; Braun, 2002; Willett and Brandon, 2002; Ehlers, 2005). 
Thus, consideration of the thermal evolution of fold-and-thrust 
belts requires knowledge of the timing, rates, and location of ero-
sion. Furthermore, as discussed later herein, the way in which 
erosion is distributed in a thermal-kinematic and erosion model 
of a fold-and-thrust belt can be a fi rst-order control on the ther-
mal history of exhumed rocks and therefore also on the way the 
kinematic history is interpreted. Finally, as mentioned in the sec-
tion on fold-and thrust belts as Coulomb wedges, focused ero-
sion may also infl uence where deformation occurs via Coulomb 
wedge theory (Dahlen, 1990; Willett, 1999; Willett and Brandon, 
2002; Malavielle, 2011).

Thus, relating thrust structures to an evolving thermal fi eld 
requires some estimate of how and when material is eroded and 
buried. Recent observational studies using low-temperature ther-
mochronology (e.g., Lease and Ehlers, 2013; Thiede and Ehlers, 
2013), cosmogenic radionuclides (e.g., Safran et al., 2005; Insel 
et al., 2010; Wobus et al., 2005), and tectonic geomorphology 
(e.g., Jeffery et al., 2013; Whipple and Gasparini, 2014) have 
sought to decipher the role of tectonics versus climate as the 
cause for patterns of denudation in fold-and-thrust belts. Studies 
on the way that surface processes respond to changes in tectonics 
and climate are complicated by factors such as the dynamics of 
Coulomb wedge deformation and their relation to erosion (e.g., 
Whipple and Meade, 2004, 2006), fl exural-isostatic compensa-
tion of denudation and sedimentation, and Cenozoic climate and 
vegetation changes during orogen and fold-and-thrust belt forma-
tion (e.g., Kutzbach et al., 1993; Ehlers and Poulsen, 2009; Jef-
fery et al., 2014). These factors are often diffi cult to quantify, and 
in the following, we highlight simplifi ed approaches currently 
used to (at least partially) account for them.

Isostatic Response to Erosion and Sedimentation

The dip of the most recent or active décollement (as illus-
trated in any balanced cross section, or seismic section across 
a fold-and-thrust belt) is a function of both the original sedi-
mentary taper of the sedimentary basin (Fig. 1; Bally et al., 
1966; Price, 1973; Boyer, 1995; Mitra, 1997) and the progres-
sive load of the fold-and-thrust belt, which increases the dip of 
the décollement angle (β) through time (Stockmal et al., 2007; 
McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015). As a fold-and-thrust belt grows 
with time, thrust faults uplift and deform the surface of Earth, 
creating a load that is fl exurally accommodated. The fl exural 
accommodation of the adjacent lithosphere results in a foreland 
basin (e.g., Price, 1973; Jordan, 1981; Beaumont, 1981). The 
lateral distribution of fl exural subsidence migrates and deepens 
as faults continue to form, the basal décollement angle increases, 
and material is eroded from the fold-and-thrust belt (Fig. 4). 
Although erosion has a large effect on the location of deforma-
tion in critical wedge models (Willett, 1999; Malavielle, 2011), 
erosion in numerical models of fold-and-thrust belt deformation 
imparts relatively minor changes in deformation. These changes 
are less propagation toward the foreland and larger displacement 
and more well-developed duplexes in the hinterland in models 
that incorporate erosion. However, the style of faulting and the 
spacing between faults are remarkably similar in models with 
and without erosion. In contrast, isostasy and sedimentation 
have a profound impact on the location, magnitude, and style 
of deformation (Stockmal et al., 2007). The addition of isostasy 
progressively increases the critical taper (β) due to thrust load-
ing. This increase in taper promotes propagation of the thrust 
front (to reduce taper), which results in longer thrust sheets. 
The infl uence of syndeformational deposition on the modeled 
structural style that develops is signifi cant. As the foreland basin 
deepens and β increases, the deformation front propagates out 
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into the foreland to a distance of several times the thickness of 
the wedge. This pattern is repeated as the wedge evolves (Stock-
mal et al., 2007). Applying these results to kinematic models 
emphasizes that an evolving fold-and-thrust belt must take 
into account the isostatic loading of thrust faults, the isostatic 
unloading due to erosion, and the development and propagation 
of a foreland basin with time. 

There are two typical approaches for creating models 
of sequential deformation through fold-and-thrust belts. One 
approach moves forward with time, starting with an undeformed 
section and sequentially moving each fault to re-create the bal-
anced cross section (e.g., McQuarrie, 2002a; McQuarrie et al., 
2008; Robinson, 2008; Webb, 2013). The alternative approach 
starts with a balanced section and sequentially removes fault dis-
placements and folds (Mora et al., 2010; Sak et al., 2012; Erdős 
et al., 2014). Both approaches reconstruct the sequential mag-
nitude of fault displacement and folding, accurately calculate 
amount of shortening, and assess the kinematic evolution of the 
fold-and-thrust belt. However, only the forward approach allows 
for estimates of isostatic loading from fault motion or isostatic 
unloading via erosion. Sequentially removing fault displacement 
keeps the restored angle décollement (β) the same as the modern 
décollement. As a result, the latter approach overpredicts rock 
depth at any time before present. As an example of the potential 
error magnitude introduced by this approach, a balanced cross 
section with 300 km of shortening and a modern décollement 
dip of 3° would suggest that shallow-marine rocks exposed at the 
surface today were originally in a position that was as deep as 
15 km below the surface. The depth to which rocks are sequen-
tially restored has a signifi cant impact on their thermal history. 
Erdős et al. (2014) noted that a cooler crustal thermal structure 
was needed to match the measured high-temperature cooling 
data in the Pyrenees. Alternatively, the model could be restoring 
the rocks to a position that is too deep (thus becoming too warm) 
because thrust-related isostasy was not taken into account. Mora 
et al. (2015) encountered the opposite problem, in their model 
of the Eastern Cordillera of Colombia, where they noted that 
the modeled time-temperature paths did not reach the tempera-
tures (potentially depths) required by HeFTy modeling of zircon 

fi ssion-track (ZFT) ages, suggesting more burial was needed in 
the model, possibly during the formation of the overlying fore-
land basin. These examples highlight not only the importance of 
erosion from isostatic loading of a fold-and-thrust belt, but also 
the importance of the way in which isostatic compensation is 
accounted for in a model.

Modeling Surface Processes in Fold-and-Thrust Belts

Because of the inherent link between erosion and cooling 
of rocks in compressional orogens, modeling the evolution of a 
fold-and-thrust belt and the resulting thermal fi eld requires an 
estimation of topography with time. Since the paleotopography 
of a mountain belt is extremely diffi cult to determine (e.g., Olen 
et al., 2012), a common practice is to assume the topography is in 
steady state throughout the modeled time period (e.g., Coutand 
et al., 2014; Herman et al., 2010; Robert et al., 2011; Whipp et 
al., 2007). Alternatively, early estimates of topography may be 
assumed to be muted versions of the modern topography, with 
topography increasing in relief with time (e.g., Erdős et al., 
2014), or erosion may be assumed to be completely effi cient, 
such that all topography is removed instantaneously (Lock and 
Willett, 2008). In this section, we highlight different simplifying 
assumptions about the ways in which erosion and erosion rates 
may vary spatially and temporally across a fold-and-thrust belt. 
Each method of estimating topography increases in complexity 
and its ability to estimate the erosional history and resulting topo-
graphic evolution.

Erode It Flat
One way to estimate the magnitude of erosion that accom-

panies thrust belt deformation is to assume that no topography 
is generated, and the uplifted rocks are eroded to sea level. In 
this scenario, erosion keeps pace with uplift, such that all sur-
face uplift generated by a thrust structure is removed instanta-
neously. Therefore, erosion rates will be high over a structure 
while it is active and nonexistent when the structure is inactive. 
This end-member scenario is most appropriate for thrust belts in 
which structural relief is large compared to topographic relief and 
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erosion occurs synchronous with fault motion, as has been sug-
gested for Taiwan (Lock and Willett, 2008).

Erode to Taper
 Critical wedge theory argues that the upper topographic 

slope angle (α) remains constant if the strength of the deform-
ing material, strength of the décollement, fl uid pressures in 
the system, and slope (β) of the décollement remain constant 
(Chapple, 1978; Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen, 1990). Thus, the 
topographic evolution of a fold-and-thrust belt through time can 
be estimated from the modern topographic slope. As a fold-and-
thrust belt is reconstructed, this slope (α) would be applied over 
an initially narrow region of deformation, and as the fold and 
thrust belt grows and widens through time, the same α would 
allow the fold-and-thrust belt to grow self similarly. As structures 
move and raise topography above the critical taper angle, erosion 
instantaneously lowers the surface back down to the taper angle 
(Robinson and McQuarrie, 2012). This critical taper angle model 
provides a slightly more “reality-based” approach to erosion than 
does the previous fl at topography model.

Assuming a set critical taper or a fl at topography creates 
an unsupported assumption that topographic elevations are not 
perturbed by isostatic loading. Thus, when isostasy is included 
in a kinematic model of deformation, isostasy will cause points 
in the model to subside, but topography will remain stationary 
(Gilmore, 2014). A constant angle slope also leads to a result that 
a natural topographic low between two structures may be artifi -
cially fi lled in to match the set critical angle. A solution to this 
is a modifi ed critical taper angle, where elevated topography is 
generated using an assumed taper angle only where there is an 
increase in structural and surface elevation. At locations where 
new topography is not generated, the new topographic surface 
simply follows the old topographic surface. Thus, topography 
increases in elevation at the assigned angle everywhere struc-
tural elevation is increasing and stays the same or subsides where 
structural elevation is not generated. This approach allows topog-
raphy to respond to deformational loading, erosional unloading, 
and sedimentation within fold-and-thrust belt systems (McQuar-
rie and Ehlers, 2015).

Surface Processes Modeling Approach
Surface process models incorporate physics-based descrip-

tions of surface erosion and sediment transport, which can 
include such processes as hillslope diffusion, fl uvial incision, 
mass wasting, and glacial erosion into estimates of surface topog-
raphy (Seidl and Dietrich, 1992; Chase, 1992; Beaumont et al., 
1992; Seidl et al., 1994; Densmore et al., 1998; Willett, 1999; 
Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Yanites and Ehlers, 2012). Coupled 
one-dimensional (1-D) diffusion and fl uvial incision models 
provide a signifi cant, and physically based, improvement to pre-
dicting topographic evolution over active and inactive structures 
because they will approximate the valley and ridge topography 
seen in many fold-and-thrust belts (e.g., Appalachians, Taiwan, 
the Subandean portion of the Bolivian Andes). The shortcoming 

of this approach is that it fails to describe the geometry of inter-
fl uves and distinguish between axial and transverse drainages, all 
of which may alter the near-surface thermal fi eld.

Two-dimensional (2-D) planform surface process models 
predict the shape, size, and evolution of interfl uves. Several mod-
eling studies have investigated the sensitivity of low- temperature 
thermochronometers to topography with wavelengths and ampli-
tudes comparable to interfl uve geometries in active mountain 
belts (e.g., Stuwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and Graseman, 1997; 
Braun, 2002, 2005). The conditions under which interfl uve 
topography might infl uence the cooling rate of thermochronome-
ter data and the closure temperature are entirely dependent on the 
exhumation rate, wavelength, and amplitude of the topography, as 
well as the temperature range of the specifi c thermochronologic 
system (Braun, 2002; Ehlers and Farley, 2003). Ehlers and Farley 
(2003) examined the effect of rugged (3.5 km relief) topography 
on subsurface isotherms and noted that with constant exhumation 
of 0.5 mm/yr, the apatite fi ssion-track (AFT) closure depth was 
warped ~500 m over a 20 km distance. In a fold-and-thrust belt, 
this distance could encompass multiple structures that could alter 
age and modeled exhumation rate. Herman et al. (2010) evalu-
ated the change in predicted thermochronometric ages between a 
critical slope topography that linearly decreased from 6 to 0 km 
across the Himalayan orogen and a 2-D planform surface model 
(CASCADE) that simulated an evolving river network with 
trunk streams and interfl uves. The surface model predicted up 
to an ~2 m.y. variation in the predicted ages. The authors noted 
that although both models explain the general trends in the data, 
neither the original simplifi ed kinematic model nor the linked 
kinematic and surface process model was able to reproduce the 
full variation in the data. Although topographic relief between 
interfl uves may be important in some fold-and-thrust belts, we 
suggest that 1-D diffusion and fl uvial incision models or the more 
simplifi ed critical taper model that responds to regions of uplift 
or subsidence will account for the longest-wavelength, and most 
signifi cant, topographic effect (i.e., valley and ridge topography) 
in the thermal calculation.

Sedimentation and Subsidence in Fold-and-Thrust Belts

The frontal portions of many fold-and-thrust belts contain 
syndeformational piggyback basins and associated sedimentary 
strata that can be correlated to adjacent foreland basins (Ori and 
Friend, 1984; DeCelles, 1994; Pivnik and Johnson, 1995; Baby 
et al., 1995; Ramos et al., 2004). These basins highlight the inter-
connectedness among erosion, deformation, and sedimentation. 
If erosion keeps pace with deformation, then effective sediment 
transport will export large volumes of sediment into the fore-
land. Alternatively, if erosion cannot keep pace with growing 
structures, the structures have the potential to create sustained 
internal drainage conditions that trap sediment (e.g., Sobel and 
Strecker, 2003; Sobel et al., 2003; Hilley and Strecker, 2005) and 
reduce relief while potentially even increasing taper (Sobel et 
al., 2003; Fuller et al., 2006a; Willett and Schlunegger, 2010). 
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The  infl uence of this syndeformational deposition on structural 
style and location may be profound. As the foreland basin deep-
ens and the basal décollement β increases, the deformation front 
propagates out into the foreland to a distance of several times 
the thickness of the wedge (Stockmal et al., 2007). Continued 
sedimentation behind the thrust front increases taper and inhibits 
internal deformation in the piggyback basin (Fuller et al., 2006a; 
Stockmal et al., 2007; Willett and Schlunegger, 2010).

In addition to thrust loading and subsidence, in retroarc fore-
land basin systems, dynamic subsidence, related to viscous cou-
pling of the mantle wedge, can increase the load experienced by 
the foreland and facilitate the increased preservation of foreland 
basin sedimentary rocks (DeCelles, 2012). The thickness and dis-
tribution of sedimentary basins in retroarc subduction zones com-
monly require an additional component of subsidence to account 
for the depth and location of foreland basin deposits (Mitrovica 
et al., 1989; Gurnis, 1993; Catuneanu, 2004; DeCelles, 2012). 
Sedimentary strata preserved in the North American Cordillera 
strongly suggest a component of dynamic subsidence in addi-
tion to fl exural subsidence related to thrust-fault loading (Gurnis, 
1992, 1993; Painter et al., 2014). Dynamic subsidence has also 
been proposed to account for the modern magnitude and distri-
bution of foreland basin sedimentary strata in the Central Andes 
(Horton and DeCelles, 1997).

THERMAL STRUCTURE 
OF FOLD-AND-THRUST BELTS

The background thermal state of continental crust is pri-
marily controlled by the fl ux of heat at the base of the crust, 
the surface temperature, radiogenic heat production within the 
crust, and thermal diffusivity (e.g., Chapman, 1986). Deviations 
from this background state can occur by a variety of processes. 
For example, magmatism can provide a temporary heat source 
at different depths within the crust, and near-surface and crust-
scale fl uid fl ow can both increase or decrease thermal gradients 
depending on the fl ow path (e.g., Ehlers and Chapman, 1999; 
Whipp and Ehlers, 2007). Erosion and sedimentation can increase 
or decrease, respectively, thermal gradients depending on the 
rate and duration of the event (e.g., Mancktelow and Graseman, 
1997; Ehlers, 2005). Additional deviations can occur from topog-
raphy that can locally increase or decrease upper-crustal thermal 
gradients beneath valleys and ridges, respectively (e.g., Lees, 
1910; Lachenbruch, 1968; Braun, 2005). Furthermore, faulting 
can infl uence the crustal fi eld through a variety of processes. 
First, at suffi ciently high slip rates, shear heating can provide a 
local heat source along a fault plane (e.g., Molnar and England, 
1990). Second, faulting can increase topographic relief, thereby 
enhancing erosion, and also creating accommodation space for 
sedimentation. Third, thrust faulting can result in crustal thick-
ening and therefore an increase in the thickness of radiogenic 
heat– producing elements as a crustal heat source (e.g., Furlong 
and Edman, 1984, 1989). Previous reviews and in-depth discus-
sions of these topics have been presented in the reviews of Hae-

nel et al. (1988), Furlong et al. (1991), Ehlers (2005), and Braun 
(2005). In the following, we discuss some of these processes and 
their interactions with the previously mentioned fold-and-thrust 
belt deformation processes, and the ways in which thermal and 
deformation processes together lead to spatial variations in the 
thermochronometer ages used to infer the kinematic history.

Modifi cation of Thermal Field in Critical Wedges

Early analytical and fi nite-element numerical models of 
thrust belts and accretionary prisms evaluated the effects of 
mantle heat fl ow, convergence rate, erosion rate, accretion rate, 
heat production, and fault friction on the thermal structure of 
simplifi ed wedge-shaped thrust systems (Barr and Dahlen, 
1989; England et al., 1992; Royden, 1993; Henry et al., 1997). 
Royden (1993) showed that at the toe of these wedge systems, 
where the distance between the fault and the erosion surface is 
thin (~5 km), high erosion, accretion, and heat production have 
almost no effect on the thermal structure. However, as this dis-
tance increases (20–30 km), erosion, accretion, and heat pro-
duction exert a very large control on the thermal structure of 
the wedge. Signifi cant outcomes of these early studies were that 
in the absence of erosion, the temperature of the upper plate 
remains cool, and the magnitude of erosion was shown to have 
the largest effect on the temperature structure of the upper plate 
(Royden, 1993; Henry et al., 1997). Henry et al. (1997) noted 
that while frictional heating produces heat fl ow of 24–47 mWm–2 
in the upper plate, shear stress drops quickly in the brittle-duc-
tile transition zone, limiting heating at higher temperatures and 
larger depths in the crust. In models that include both erosion 
and accretion, it was assumed that erosion exactly balanced 
accretion and uplift (Royden, 1993; Henry et al., 1997; Avouac, 
2003; Bollinger et al., 2006), so that the system remained in a 
fl ux steady state (Willett and Brandon, 2002).

In early models, the magnitude of accretion was con-
stant across the entire fault length, while erosion was constant 
across the entire topographic surface (Royden, 1993; Henry et 
al., 1997). In later models, tuned to specifi c orogenic systems, a 
narrower window of accretion was specifi ed, where continuous 
material transfer occurred across the fault from the lower plate 
to the upper plate (e.g., Bollinger et al., 2006; Herman et al., 
2010). Topography was still assumed to be in steady state, and 
so the location of rock uplift over ramps and locations of focused 
accretion drove focused erosion in these regions. In turn, areas 
of high erosion resulted in compressed isotherms and high heat 
fl ow (Bollinger et al., 2006; Herman et al., 2010; Coutand et al., 
2014; Fig. 2B).

The importance of erosion for the thermal structure of criti-
cal wedges was also explored in numerical models of doubly ver-
gent wedges. Similar to other analytical and numerical models, 
the location of exhumation had the largest control on the result-
ing thermal fi eld, because of the strong feedback between the 
location of rock uplift and erosion (Willett and Brandon, 2002; 
Fuller et al., 2006b). Similar to single fault models, areas of high 
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erosion result in elevated, compressed isotherms near Earth’s sur-
face (Fuller et al., 2006b). In doubly verging critical taper simula-
tions, rock uplift and the associated exhumation were most rapid 
and focused on the retrowedge side of the wedge (Willett, 1999; 
Fig. 2A).

Thermal Structure and the Spatial Patterns of 
Cooling Ages

Recent advances in thermochronometry combined with 
the strong link between erosional exhumation and the result-
ing thermal fi eld have promoted the use of thermochronometers 
(Table 1) as a key tool in documenting the thermal history of 
rocks and estimating their deformation and exhumation path 
(e.g., Reiners and Brandon, 2006; Huntington et al., 2007). A 
common approach in determining a geothermal gradient from a 
suite of thermochronologic samples, as well as ascertaining the 
magnitude of exhumation, is a vertical transect of ages, where at 
least two or three samples have ages that have been fully reset. 
The vertical profi le provides bedrock cooling ages as a function 
of depth in an orogen. Although it is rarely possible to sample a 
truly vertical transect, mountainous regions often provide a close 
approximation to a true vertical sampling approach (Wagner and 
Reimer, 1972; Fitzgerald et al., 1995; Reiners et al., 2000; Stockli 
et al., 2000; Whipp et al., 2007; Fosdick et al., 2013). While verti-
cal transects constrain temporal changes in exhumation rates at a 
given location, sampling over broad areas in an orogen provides 
insight into spatial patterns of exhumation magnitudes and rates 
(Fig. 5; e.g., Willett and Brandon, 2002; Reiners and Brandon, 
2006). Spatial patterns of thermochronometric ages in conver-
gent orogens have either been interpreted as a result of individual 
structures, such as motion on discrete faults or folds (Wobus et 
al., 2003; Pearson et al., 2013; Carrapa et al., 2011), or, more 
commonly, they have been interpreted with respect to the over-
all movement of material through an orogenic system (Batt et 

al., 2001; Willett and Brandon, 2002; Fuller et al., 2006b; Hun-
tington et al., 2007; Herman et al., 2010; Thomson et al., 2010; 
Reiners et al., 2015). In this context, the basal décollement, the 
rate of accretion from below the fault to above the fault, and the 
location where erosion is focused determine the particle paths 
and orogen-scale thermal structure (Fig. 2), but individual struc-
tures are considered ephemeral. As mentioned previously, the 
location of focused exhumation in these orogen-scale models 
elevates temperature isotherms and determines the location of 
the youngest and deepest reset thermochronometers (Willett and 
Brandon, 2002; Herman et al., 2010). For doubly vergent wedge 
systems such as that illustrated in Figure 2A, the prediction is 
that reset-age zones will be nested adjacent to the retrodeforma-
tion front where rock uplift has the strongest vertical component. 
The degree to which this nested pattern is developed is used as an 
important measure of the maturity of an orogenic system (Willett 
and Brandon, 2002; Fig. 2A). If only a portion of the orogenic 
system is being evaluated, many model frameworks require that 
the fault has a fi xed location in the center of the model and may 
incorporate some component of frontal accretion or underplating 
by assigning a fl ux of material across the fault. The fi xed refer-
ence frame model requires that convergence is partitioned into an 
overthrusting rate, which advects hot material toward an eroding 
surface, and an underthrusting rate, which advects cool material 
to deeper depths. As in entire orogen models, the youngest reset 
thermochronometers are in the region of high erosion. Assuming 
a steady-state topography, the region of high erosion is also the 
region of focused accretion, where material is transferred from 
the underriding plate to the overriding plate. If the rate of over-
thrusting is faster than the rate of accretion, the recently exhumed 
material is transferred toward the foreland, and thermochronom-
eter ages gradually get older in that direction (Herman et al., 
2010; Fig. 2B). The spatial distribution of orogen-scale thermo-
chronologic ages (Fig. 5) provides support for both exhumation 
and cooling due to continuous particle path fl ow, as discussed in 
this section (Fig. 2), as well as support for exhumation focused 
over individual, discrete structures, which will be discussed in 
the following section (Fig. 6).

All fold-and-thrust belts and accretionary prisms are com-
posed almost entirely of rocks that were scraped off of the lower 
plate (footwall of the system) and added to upper plate (hanging 
wall) of the system, indicating the importance of both accretion and 
erosion in the modern-day surface expression of these systems and 
their thermal history (Fig. 2). However, these models highlight the 
extreme sensitivity of the resulting thermal structure of the fold-
and-thrust belt to the location of accretion and erosion, indicating 
that the thermal structure would be sensitive to the ways in which 
these locations may have evolved (moved) through time.

Modifi cation of the Thermal Field by Thrust Faults and 
Focused Erosion

While early analytical models highlighted the shallow por-
tions of a thrust system (5–10 km deep) that produce only minor 

Figure 5. Age vs. distance plots of thermochronologic data from the 
Himalaya, Taiwan, and the Andes (symbols). Transparent lines were 
manually drawn to highlight variations in the spatial trends of cool-
ing ages that may be the result of the geometry and age of structures. 
MFT—Main Frontal thrust. (A) 40Ar/39Ar muscovite (MAr), (U-Th)/
He in zircon (ZHe), and apatite fi ssion-track (AFT) ages for eastern 
Bhutan (91°E–91°30′E; data from Long et al., 2012; Coutand et al., 
2014; Adams et al., 2013); (B) MAr, 40Ar/39Ar of biotite (BAr), zir-
con fi ssion-track (ZFT), ZHe, AFT, and apatite (U-Th)/He (AHe) ages 
for western Bhutan (89°30′E–90°E; data from McQuarrie et al., 2014; 
Coutand et al., 2014; Adams et al., 2015); (C) MAr, ZHe, and AFT 
ages for Central Nepal (84°E–85°30′E; data summarized in Herman 
et al., 2010; Cross, 2014; Khanal, 2014); (D) ZFT, AFT, and AHe 
ages for central Taiwan (24°N–24°30′N; data summarized in Fuller et 
al., 2006b; Lock, 2007); (E) MAr, ZFT, ZHe, AFT, and AHe ages for 
northern Bolivia (15°S–17°S; data from Benjamin et al., 1987; Barnes 
et al., 2006, 2012; Gillis et al., 2006; Safran et al., 2006; McQuarrie 
et al., 2008); and (F) ZHe, AFT, and AHe ages for northern Argentina 
(23°S–27°S; data summarized in Reiners et al., 2015). Deformation 
front indicates foreland limit of all deformation.
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adjustments to the thermal fi eld (Royden, 1993), individual 
structures can produce surface uplift over footwall ramps, and 
similar to orogen-scale models, the zone of rock uplift focuses 
erosion and exhumation. Series of studies have examined the 
modifi cation of the subsurface thermal fi eld by individual struc-
tures or sets of structures (ter Voorde et al., 2004; Huerta and 
Rodgers, 2006; Lock and Willett, 2008). These studies have 
shown that both surface uplift via faulting (ter Voorde et al., 
2004; Huerta and Rodgers, 2006) and erosion focused over 
regions of active uplift (Huerta and Rodgers, 2006; Lock and 

Willett, 2008) modify the subsurface thermal fi eld (Fig. 6A). 
Motion of material over a thrust ramp raises isotherms upward, 
where the rock velocity has a vertical component, and depend-
ing on the magnitude of erosion, these isotherms become com-
pressed (ter Voorde et al., 2004; Huerta and Rodgers, 2006; Lock 
and Willett, 2008). The location and magnitude of exhumation 
associated with motion over a ramp produce a characteristic 
“U-shaped” pattern of predicted exhumed cooling ages along 
a transect perpendicular to the thrust structures. The pattern is 
formed by the distribution of reset, partially reset, and unreset 
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Figure 6. Patterns of thermochronometric age vs. distance generated during thrust faulting (modifi ed from Lock and Willett, 2008). (A) Fault 
bend fold with resulting modifi cation of thermal fi eld and predicted pattern of apatite fi ssion-track (FT) and apatite (U-Th)/He (He) ages after 
2 m.y. (top panel) and 4 m.y. (middle panel) of deformation. Bottom panel shows resulting structure and location and amount of erosion. 
(B–D) Structure and resulting patterns of thermochronometric age vs. distance generated during formation of a hinterland-dipping duplex 
(B), antiformal stack (C), and foreland-dipping duplex (D). Numbers represent order of deformation, and gray bars represent area and age 
of uplift.
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cooling ages, with the youngest reset ages focused above the 
thrust ramp (Lock and Willett, 2008; McQuarrie and Ehlers, 
2015). In the following, we use the terms reset, partially reset, 
and unreset as defi ned by Brandon et al. (1998). The key point 
for this study is that reset ages refer to ages that are younger 
than the depositional or intrusive age of the rocks from which 
they come and are interpreted to represent cooling associated 
with the most recent tectonic event.

Fault Bend Folds
In a simple model with a single fault bend fold (Fig. 6A), 

the deepest material exhumed is located in the hanging wall 
directly above the ramp. Here, vertical motion of material and 
focused erosion of the hanging wall produce an upward defl ec-
tion of isotherms and the fi rst reset ages due to fault motion 
and subsequent exhumation (Lock and Willett, 2008). Consis-
tently young ages are located above the thrust ramp and form 
the fl at base of the “U-shaped” thermochronometric age pat-
tern. As faulting continues to move material laterally along the 
upper fl at, the initially reset ages become older with time due 
to no uplift and minimal exhumation, while the youngest ages 
continue to be focused over the active ramp. Thus, the oldest 
fully reset thermochronometer age (in the direction of trans-
port) indicates when the faulting initiated, while the differ-
ence between the oldest and youngest reset ages indicates fault 
duration (Huerta and Rodgers, 2006; Lock and Willett, 2008; 
McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015).

Imbricate Fans
Imbricate fans are structures formed by series of faults that 

cut through the stratigraphy, each creating a fault ramp (Fig. 3B). 
When these structures are spaced far enough apart that the 
ramps do not interact with each other, the material in the hang-
ing wall of one fault is not deformed by successive faults. The 
cooling age pattern associated with each thrust sheet records 
uplift and exhumation related to each individual structure and 
shows the same “U-shaped” thermochronometric age pattern as 
in the individual fault models (Lock and Willett, 2008). When 
the faults are more closely spaced (Fig. 3B), the geometry of 
the faults and their subsequent cooling patterns are no longer 
independent of each other. Inactive faults toward the hinterland 
are rotated, deformed, and exhumed as they experience upward 
motion along the ramp of an active fault in the foreland. The 
pattern of predicted ages becomes a single “U-shape” similar 
to rocks exhumed by an individual thrust (Lock and Willett, 
2008). Closely spaced faults create a smooth age increase from 
the youngest reset ages focused over the most recent active fault 
to the oldest reset cooling ages over the fi rst ramp in the system 
(Lock and Willett, 2008; Fig. 6B). The smooth pattern from the 
oldest reset age to the youngest refl ects exhumation associated 
with slip on each subsequently younger fault and motion up 
each associated ramp. The modeled cooling pattern shows no 
distinct change or break in the thermochronometric age moving 
from the hanging wall to the footwall of a fault, even when the 

thrust ramps are exhumed (Lock and Willett, 2008; McQuarrie 
and Ehlers, 2015).

Duplexes
Like imbricate fans, duplex systems are composed of a 

stack of faults and their associated footwall ramps (Fig. 3). In a 
hinterland-dipping duplex, where each fault gets younger in the 
direction of transport, the cooling pattern produced is identical to 
a closely spaced imbricate fan, where reset cooling ages gradu-
ally get younger in the direction of transport, and the youngest 
cooling ages are focused over the active ramp (Fig. 6B). For a 
foreland-dipping duplex, the same relationship between age of 
faulting and location of youngest cooling ages holds true; how-
ever, because fault displacement is much greater than fault spac-
ing, the youngest reset ages are concentrated above the active 
ramp, but the reset ages get systematically older in the direction 
of transport (Fig. 6D). This spatial pattern occurs because mate-
rial is fi rst exhumed above the active fault ramp and is then hori-
zontally transported to a position beyond where the next ramp 
forms (Lock and Willett, 2008). With this geometry, the active 
ramp is always behind, or hinterlandward of the growing duplex, 
while the fi rst horse (Figs. 3 and 6D), and the cooling signal asso-
ciated with it, has been translated the most toward the foreland 
(e.g., Boyer and Elliott, 1982). For an antiformal stack, where the 
fault ramps are stacked on top of each other, a much more narrow 
U-shaped pattern is formed with a greater magnitude of exhuma-
tion and resetting of higher-temperature chronometers (Lock and 
Willett, 2008; Fig. 6C).

Modifi cation of the Thermal Field by Flexure 
and Sedimentation

Rapid sedimentation of cold, low-conductivity sediments 
depresses the isotherms in sedimentary basins (Carslaw and Jae-
ger, 1959; Lucazeau and Le Douran, 1985; Husson and Moretti, 
2002). Modeling studies have shown that even moderate sedi-
mentation rates (~0.2 mm/yr) lower the heat fl ow in sedimen-
tary basins (Ehlers, 2005; Theissen and Rüpke, 2009). Fold-and-
thrust belts and foreland basins have long been recognized as 
linked systems (e.g., Price, 1973; Dickinson, 1974; Beaumont, 
1981; Jordan, 1981; Ori and Friend, 1984; Burbank et al., 1992; 
DeCelles, 1994; DeCelles and Mitra, 1995; Pivnik and Johnson, 
1995), where a signifi cant portion of the fold-and-thrust belt may 
have been buried by a migrating foreland basin (Royse, 1993; 
DeCelles and Mitra, 1995; DeCelles and Horton, 2003; Stockmal 
et al., 2007). Thus, at least a portion of the thermal history of a 
fold-and-thrust belt is inherently tied to the sedimentation history 
of the associated foreland basin.

Thermokinematic modeling, such as presented in the pre-
vious section, indicates different exhumation magnitudes are 
necessary to reset the same thermochronometer based on the 
location of the sample in the fold-and-thrust belt–foreland 
basin system. Rocks that were exhumed early in the deforma-
tional history require less exhumation (3–4 km of exhumation 
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to reset AFT ages) than rocks that were exhumed later in the 
history and were buried by an evolving foreland basin. Rocks 
buried in a foreland basin required over ~6 km of exhumation 
to reset AFT ages, because active sedimentation cools the geo-
thermal gradient (Husson and Moretti, 2002; Ehlers, 2005; Rak, 
2015). Thus, differences in required exhumation magnitude for 
the same thermochronometer are a result of the effects of erosion 
and sedimentation on the near-surface thermal fi eld (Husson and 
Moretti, 2002; Rak, 2015). If the time period between foreland 
basin burial and subsequent exhumation is short, then more exhu-
mation is required to reset low-temperature thermochronometers 
(because the geothermal gradient remains depressed). However, 
if the time window between deposition and exhumation is long, 
then the geothermal gradient has time to equilibrate or to keep 
pace with the sedimentation rate, facilitating a warmer gradient, 
and requires less exhumation to reset low-temperature chronom-
eters (Rak, 2015).

Material Properties—Effect of Heat Production on 
Predicted Cooling Ages

In addition to the modifi cation of the thermal fi eld by active 
faulting, erosion, and sedimentation, the thermal state of the crust 
depends on the basal heat fl ow from the mantle and the material 
properties of the crust (e.g., thermal conductivity, density, heat 
capacity, and radiogenic heat production). Radiogenic surface 
heat production can vary spatially by large amounts (e.g., Mare-
schal and Jaupart, 2013) and is a function of the concentration 
of heat-producing elements in the crust. Systematic sampling 
of crustal rocks now exposed at the surface indicates that heat 
production diminishes with depth through the crust and that this 
decline is not monotonic (Ketcham, 1996; Brady et al., 2006). 
Although both horizontal and vertical variability exists, the 
crustal geotherm is not sensitive to the exact vertical distribution 
of heat production and depends most strongly on the thickness 
of enriched upper-crustal rocks (Mareschal and Jaupart, 2013). 
Thus, multiple model combinations with different surface radio-
genic heat production values, different depths to which high heat 
production tapers off to background values (e-fold depth), and 
different thermal conductivity and basal heat fl ux values may all 
produce similar crustal thermal structures.

In thermokinematic models, changing heat production val-
ues will change the predicted cooling ages (e.g., Whipp et al., 
2007; McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015; Gilmore, 2014; Rak, 2015). 
To a fi rst order, a change in the surface radiogenic heat produc-
tion values does not affect the across-strike pattern or shape of 
the cooling curve (Fig. 7) but rather imparts a vertical shift to 
the ages, where lower radiogenic heat production produces lower 
thermal gradients and older cooling ages (with all other factors 
being equal). However, altering the thermal history of the model 
by imparting a hotter or colder thermal fi eld can also result in a 
different cooling pattern preserved at the topographic surface if 
the exhumation amount is close to a particular closure tempera-
ture for a thermochronometric system.

Thrust Systems

In fold-and-thrust belt systems, all of the previously dis-
cussed structures may occur in any order and thus modify and 
reset the cooling age patterns imparted by the fi rst series of struc-
tures to form. Each component in a fold-and-thrust belt system 
imparts a characteristic cooling pattern seen in the predicted ages 
at the surface. Rocks collected and measured at the surface record 
cooling associated with every stage of the structural evolution. 
However, the events that are recorded by any given thermochro-
nometric system are dependent upon the magnitude of exhuma-
tion associated with each set of structures and the thermal history 
of the rocks infl uenced by the length and magnitude of burial, 
speed of exhumation, and heat production (Gilmore, 2014). To 
illustrate how previously set cooling patterns are modifi ed by 
later structures, we present a sequentially deformed cross section 
and the associated predicted cooling ages across the Himalayan 
fold-and-thrust belt in Bhutan. The sequential model is modifi ed 
from Gilmore (2014) and Long et al. (2012), and the cooling ages 
were modeled following the procedure outlined in McQuarrie 
and Ehlers (2015). In this modeling approach, a geologic cross 
section through a fold-and-thrust belt is sequentially deformed, 
taking into account fl exural loading from thrusts and unloading 
due to erosion (Robinson and McQuarrie, 2012; McQuarrie and 
Ehlers, 2015) as discussed in the “Isostatic Response to Erosion 
and Sedimentation” section, with topography estimates as out-
lined in the “Erode to Taper” subsection of the “Modeling Sur-
face Processes in Fold-and-Thrust Belts” section.

In this simulation, the fi rst structure to form is the Main Cen-
tral thrust (Gansser, 1964; LeFort, 1975; Hodges, 2000), which 
is emplaced over a footwall ramp and on top of lower Lesser 
Himalaya rocks (Long et al., 2012). After 50 km of shortening has 
accumulated, time slice A (Fig. 8) illustrates the general U-shaped 
pattern of cooling ages observed and predicted above a simple 
footwall ramp (Lock and Willett, 2008; Fig. 6A). Directly over the 
northern edge of the footwall ramp, the predicted zircon (U-Th)/He 
(ZHe) and AFT ages range from unreset to partially reset. The 
youngest reset ages occur at the upper limit of the footwall ramp 
and become systematically older in the displacement direction 
south (left) of the ramp until the southern edge of the Main Cen-
tral thrust is reached. In time slice B (Fig. 8), the previous cooling 
pattern has been modifi ed by the development of a southward-
propagating duplex. The southward-younging age pattern seen in 
the predicted AFT and ZHe ages is youngest immediately above 
the active ramp. The exhumation associated with this duplex 
formation has allowed for reset 40Ar/39Ar in muscovite (MAr); 
however, the pattern of the reset MAr ages refl ects the northward-
younging cooling associated with the earlier emplacement of the 
Main Central thrust in panel A (gray arrow, Fig. 8B). The next two 
pulses of cooling are initiated by motion of material over a foot-
wall ramp, which causes a northward-younging pattern of cooling 
ages (Fig. 8C), and the development of the upper Lesser Hima-
laya duplex, which grows southward and initiates a southward-
younging pattern in the predicted ZHe and AFT ages (Fig. 8D). 
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The result is that when the duplex is fully formed (Fig. 8E), the 
southward-younging pattern is preserved in the ZHe and AFT pre-
dicted ages, but the earlier northward-younging cooling signal is 
preserved in the MAr predicted ages. The abrupt break in cooling 
ages seen at ~260 km in time slice D and at ~160 km in time slice 
E is the result of an out-of-sequence thrust with enough displace-
ment and exhumation to reset AFT, ZHe, and MAr cooling ages 
(McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015; Gilmore, 2014). The fi nal times 
slice, F (Fig. 8), illustrates the predicted ages that would be at the 
surface today. By looking at the progressive development of the 

structures and associated predicted cooling ages, we can see that 
the complicated across-strike pattern predicted for the three differ-
ent thermochronometers records cooling associated with four dif-
ferent structural systems: northward migration of a footwall ramp 
(C), out-of-sequence faulting (D), southward growth of a duplex 
(D and E), and motion of these structures over two discrete foot-
wall ramps (F). The earlier periods of exhumation are recorded 
in the higher-temperature chronometers (McQuarrie and Ehlers, 
2015), and the most recent pulse of exhumation is recorded by the 
AFT system.
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Figure 7. Changes in predicted cool-
ing ages with different radiogenic 
heat production values (1.5, 2.25, and 
3.5 μW m–3; from McQuarrie and 
Ehlers, 2015). AFT—apatite fi ssion-
track; ZHe— zircon (U-Th)/He; MAr—
40Ar/39Ar muscovite. Ao is radiogenic 
heat production and e-fold depth is the 
depth at which that heat production 
value exponentially decreases to 1/e of 
its previous value.
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As stated previously in the “Material Properties” section, if 
the exhumation amount is close to a particular closure tempera-
ture depth for a thermochronometric system, then small changes 
in the magnitude of erosion (~1 km) or changes in the modeled 
radiogenic heat production value can produce a marked change 
in the across-strike cooling pattern. For example, using the 
across-strike cooling patterns illustrated in Figure 8E, a cooler 
thermal model (using lower radiogenic heat production values) 
may produce a pattern where only the AFT system is reset with a 
southward-younging pattern of ages, and the ZHe system retains 

the memory of the northward-propagating ramp illustrated in 
the MAr ages. Another example is illustrated with Figure 8F. 
A lower modeled radiogenic heat production value, or slightly 
less erosion, may not produce enough cooling to see the two 
smaller ramps (red arrows) in the AFT signal. In this scenario, 
the AFT signal would look similar to the ZHe signal but with 
slightly younger ages. This example highlights the sensitivity of 
the crustal thermal fi eld to both the thermophysical properties 
and boundary conditions used in the thermal model, as well as 
the structural geometry and kinematics. A prudent approach to 
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Figure 8. (A–F) Sequentially deformed fold-and-thrust belt (Trashigang section, eastern Bhutan) and associated predicted cooling ages with 
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indicate active cooling pattern; gray arrows indicate past cooling pattern; the letter in parentheses indicates which panel shows that pulse of 
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modeling the thermal evolution of a fold-and-thrust belt neces-
sitates a careful evaluation of the ways in which all parameters 
(both thermal and structural) infl uence the predicted cooling age. 
In practice, a proper sensitivity analysis is time consuming, but 
nevertheless needed.

Thermal Model Setup Considerations

Setup of a thermal model for simulation of fold-and-thrust 
belt kinematics and thermochronometer exhumation requires 
decisions about the type of boundary and initial conditions to 
assign at the base of the model, and the spatial dimension of the 
model (e.g., 1-D, 2-D, or three dimensional [3-D]). In the fol-
lowing, we summarize different approaches commonly used and 
provide some guidelines for consideration in future thermochro-
nometer modeling studies.

Solution of the transient advection diffusion equation in a 
thermokinematic model necessitates prescribing the boundary 
conditions (e.g., constant temperature, or constant heat fl ux) on 
the sides of the model, as well as the initial temperature condi-
tion at which the model starts. Constant temperature boundary 
conditions are almost always prescribed at the top (Earth) surface 
of a thermal model because this is typically well known based on 
meteorological data, as is the change in temperature with eleva-
tion (lapse rate) if there is topography in the model. The lateral, 
or side, thermal boundary conditions are almost always set to a 
zero fl ux boundary condition, which means there will be no lat-
eral heat fl ow (or thermal gradient) at the model side boundaries. 
The sides of the model must therefore be placed far enough away 
from the region of interest to avoid infl uencing temperature gra-
dients where model results are compared to observations.

The basal boundary condition (e.g., at the base of the crust or 
lithosphere) is less well known and differs between studies. Both 
constant temperature (e.g., Herman et al., 2010) and constant 
fl ux (e.g., Whipp et al., 2007) conditions have been used in pre-
vious fold-and-thrust belt studies. The difference between these 
approaches is that assignment of a constant temperature condi-
tion will fi x the temperature at the base of the model through-
out the simulation, and if care is not taken, this could bias the 
predicted cooling history of samples exhumed to the surface if 
they originated from deep in the model. A constant fl ux boundary 
basal condition fi xes the temperature gradient at the boundary, 
and it allows temperatures to evolve near the base in response 
to the imposed kinematics. These two different types of bound-
ary conditions can make a signifi cant difference on predicted 
lower-crust temperatures. For example, Figure 2 of Herman et al. 
(2010) shows predicted temperatures across the Himalaya using 
constant temperature basal boundary conditions. This results in a 
fi xed temperature across the base of the model and infl uences the 
geometry of overlying isotherms. In contrast, Figure 3 in Whipp 
et al. (2007) shows predicted temperatures across the Himalaya 
using a constant fl ux boundary condition. In the latter example, 
temperatures vary across the base of the model in response to the 
prescribed kinematics. Either approach (constant temperature or 

fl ux) is equally valid and can reproduce surface heat fl ow that is 
consistent with observations if the appropriate value for a tem-
perature or fl ux is chosen. Thus, a critical evaluation of thermal 
model results requires comparison of results not only to observed 
cooling ages, but also to available heat-fl ow determinations from 
the region to evaluate model consistency with the present-day 
thermal fi eld. Care should also be taken in evaluating if samples 
exhumed to the surface in the model originated near the basal 
boundary where they could have been infl uenced by the pre-
scribed boundary condition.

A critical step in thermal model setup is identifying how the 
prescribed basal boundary condition infl uences (if at all) model 
interpretations of exhumation and kinematic history. A thorough 
model setup requires simulation of multiple boundary condition 
values, and model thicknesses to evaluate if the selected bound-
ary conditions infl uence the predicted ages. Although many ther-
mal modeling studies select a somewhat shallow depth for the 
basal boundary condition to decrease computation time (e.g., 
Herman et al., 2010; Ehlers and Farley, 2003), these values have 
to be very carefully chosen. Alternatively, if the temperature or 
thermal gradient at the base of the model is not well known, then 
a deep (e.g., base of the lithosphere, top of the thermal boundary 
layer) temperature condition can be chosen (e.g., McQuarrie and 
Ehlers, 2015). A thicker model domain will unfortunately result 
in increased computation time.

A fi nal consideration is the spatial dimension to use in the 
model. Previous fold-and-thrust belt studies reported thermal 
model results with different spatial dimensions, including 1-D 
(e.g., Thiede and Ehlers, 2013; Herman et al., 2013; Adams et al., 
2015) and more complex 2-D (e.g., Herman et al., 2010; Coutand 
et al., 2014; McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015) and 3-D (e.g., Whipp 
et al., 2007, 2009) models for the Himalaya region. While 3-D 
models are often appealing if one subscribes to the “more is bet-
ter” philosophy, they are only needed if the samples interpreted 
are sensitive to the geometry of the overlying topography (e.g., 
Braun, 2005; Ehlers and Farley, 2003) and exhumation rates are 
moderate to slow (e.g., <<~1 mm/yr as a rule of thumb). Regions 
with 3-D variations in the geometry of faults and 3-D kinematic 
fi elds also warrant use of a 3-D model, if samples were collected 
to detect these variations. If the region of interest has rapid exhu-
mation (e.g., >~1 mm/yr), such as in the Himalaya or Taiwan, 
then the subsurface thermal gradients will be high and laterally 
constant across valleys and ridges. This lateral consistency means 
that any lateral variations in temperature due to topography are 
small because they are overwhelmed by the effect of erosion on 
the thermal gradient. As a result, for thermochronometer systems 
with closure temperatures <~300 °C, a 1-D thermal model is 
often suffi cient to quantify exhumation rates in rapidly exhuming 
regions (see discussions in Whipp et al., 2007; Thiede and Ehlers, 
2013). However, in regions where exhumation rates are slower 
(e.g., <1 mm/yr), the lower-temperature thermochronometer sys-
tems will be more sensitive to thermal gradient perturbations due 
to topography or lateral motion due to faults. This is why paleo-
topography studies using thermochronometer data are often most 
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successfully completed in areas with moderate to slow exhuma-
tion rates (e.g., House et al., 1998; Ehlers et al., 2006; Olen et 
al., 2012). For the Himalaya, previous 1-D models have focused 
on interpreting exhumation rates from low-temperature thermo-
chronometer systems mainly from the rapidly exhuming Greater 
Himalaya region. This setting has high exhumation rates (typi-
cally >2 mm/yr), and, as such, a 1-D modeling approach is defen-
sible (see discussion in Thiede and Ehlers, 2013). In contrast, the 
model results presented in this manuscript for the Himalaya fold-
and-thrust belt are 2-D. The motivation for using a 2-D approach 
here is that many of the samples analyzed in fold-and-thrust belts 
are partially reset or unreset, or they have experienced cooling 
through closure temperature depths a signifi cant lateral distance 
away (e.g., above a ramp) from the point of fi nal erosional exhu-
mation to the surface. Thus, when trying to interpret the lateral 
and vertical kinematic history of a fold-and-thrust belt with sam-
ples spanning a large range of ages and signifi cant lateral dis-
placement, a 2-D model is warranted, and a 1-D model would be 
insuffi cient. In summary, the choice of the spatial dimension to 
use in a model (i.e., 1-D vs. 2-D or 3-D) depends on the scien-
tifi c questions being asked and where the data were collected, as 
well as the specifi c tectonic setting. Although many geoscientists 
model data following the collection of samples, it is often advis-
able to set up simple models of an area prior to collecting thermo-
chronometer data to see if the intended sampling approach can 
capture the signal necessary to evaluate their hypothesis.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Drivers of Thermochronometer Age Patterns

The cooling ages shown from across a range of orogens 
depicted in Figure 5 highlight both broad similarities among the 
patterns as well as some key differences. A natural question aris-
ing from these plots is: What do the pattern and range of cool-
ing ages mean? At the largest scale, we can examine whether 
the pattern of ages can be modeled as continuous particle paths 
at the scale of the orogen. We can evaluate two different large-
scale patterns of material added to the orogen. The fi rst scenario 
is one where accretion is focused in the rear of the orogen due 
to the location of a ramp in the décollement and the associated 
duplexing (modeled as a zone of focused accretion) of material 
(Fig. 2). The narrowness of this zone and the rate of accretion 
determine the steepness of the particle paths and magnitude of 
exhumation (e.g., Fuller et al., 2006b). The second scenario is 
one in which the orogen grows outward with time, and the zone 
of focused accretion and erosion (controlled by a steep increase 
in topography) steps outward as well (e.g., Reiners et al., 2015). 
For scenario one, the predicted age pattern is one in which the 
ages decrease toward the hinterland, where there is a zone of 
focused accretion/erosion (Fig. 2). This pattern is most readily 
seen in the age- distance relationship of thermochronometers in 
central Nepal and, to a fi rst order, in central Taiwan (Figs. 5C and 
5D). The second scenario predicts a pattern of cooling ages that 

young toward the foreland with time, with the slope of the age-
distance relationship being a direct result of the age of outward 
fault propagation (Reiners et al., 2015). This large-scale pattern of 
younger ages toward the foreland is apparent in the age-distance 
trend of thermochronometers in the Andes of northern Argentina 
(23°–27°S; Fig. 5F), and it includes the foreland basement uplifts 
(Pearson et al., 2013; Reiners et al., 2015). However, these trends 
of younging ages toward the hinterland or younging toward the 
foreland are not apparent in either of the age-distance transects 
across Bhutan or the age-distance transect across Bolivia. In 
detail, there are also ages that notably fall off of the orogen-scale 
trend in Taiwan (between 70 and 90 km from the deformation 
front) and Argentina (Fig. 5). In Argentina, while the youngest 
AFT and apatite (U-Th)/He (AHe) data defi ne a younging toward 
the foreland trend, there are at least two pronounced gaps in this 
pattern. One gap is between 325 and 450 km from the deforma-
tion front, and a second is between 150 and 275 km from the 
deformation front (Fig. 5F). In both of these regions, the lack 
of young ages is not a function of sampling density, but rather it 
indicates that the sample chronometers are notably older. Thus, 
if we were to connect the AFT ages in a way that would mimic 
a line of predicted ages similar to those shown in Figure 8, we 
would see a rapid decrease in age from unrest to reset ages at 
150 km. These ages would then increase to match the 80–100 Ma 
ages from 175 to 225 km before decreasing in age again to match 
the suite of ca. 20 Ma reset ages from 225 to 325 km. The AFT 
data again increase signifi cantly in age (from 50 to 200 Ma) 
between 350 and 450 km from the deformation front. At 450 km, 
the ages are again young (20 Ma) and show a gentle increase in 
age from 20 Ma to 50 Ma over the next 100 km (Fig. 5F). 

The pattern of young reset ages interspersed with older reset 
or unreset ages is the most apparent pattern of ages in the Boliv-
ian Andes (Fig. 5E). Here, young (ca. 10 Ma) ages at 100 km and 
again at 160–190 km from the deformation front are separated by 
zones of unreset (ages > 70 Ma) or ages that were reset much ear-
lier in the deformation history (ca. 45 Ma). Also, similar to Argen-
tina, there is a narrow zone (160–180 km from the deformation 
front) where signifi cantly more exhumation has occurred to also 
reset ZFT and 40Ar/39Ar (mica and feldspar) ages. In Argentina, 
this area of high exhumation is at ~100 km and is one of the few 
places that displays reset ZHe ages. The patterns of young reset 
and partially reset ages in Bolivia have been explained by the 
location of active uplift, active uplift along ramps that cut through 
sedimentary rocks in the Subandes (40–50 km), and active uplift 
over ~10 km basement hanging-wall (~100 km from the defor-
mation front) and footwall (~160–180 km from the deformation 
front) ramps (Rak, 2015; Fig. 5E).

Although the orogen-scale motion of material through a 
critical wedge (Fig. 2) may adequately reproduce the spatial pat-
terns of cooling ages across some fold-and-thrust belts (Willett 
and Brandon, 2002; Fuller et al., 2006b; Herman et al., 2010; 
Thomson et al., 2010), increasingly more densely spaced ther-
mochronologic data across a greater number of orogens highlight 
patterns of cooling ages that have wavelengths of ~20–100 km 
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and amplitudes (for any given thermochronometer) that can be 
resolved as low as 3–5 m.y. These patterns, which are signifi -
cantly more narrow than the scale of an orogen, are a function of 
active or formerly active structures, notably ramps in the décol-
lement (Fig. 8). As discussed in the section on “Thrust Systems,” 
the pattern of cooling ages at the surface (Figs. 5 and 8F) con-
tains information about not only the active structures that induced 
exhumation, but also the history of exhumation associated with 
previous structures (e.g., McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015). When 
well resolved by thermochronometer data, the cooling history 
of the rocks preserved in the sampled thermochronometers may 
record the growth and propagation of specifi c thrust belt struc-
tures such as fault bend folds, duplexes, and imbricate fans elu-
cidated through coeval deformation and erosion. This detailed 
record preserved in a suite of chronometers can be identifi ed 
through thermochronometric sampling over a broad, across-
strike area in a fold-and-thrust belt, and it can be used to identify 
the geometry of active and inactive structures (particularly the 
positions of ramps with time) as well as the rates at which these 
faults have moved through time (McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015; 
Rak, 2015; Gilmore, 2014).

We note, however, that the sensitivity of thermochronometric 
ages to record activity on individual structures in fold-and-thrust 
belts depends on the age of deformation. The examples provided 
in Figure 5 and discussed herein are all cases where deformation 
is Cenozoic in age, and, in many cases, is still active today. These 
types of studies are preferred if the intent of using thermochro-
nometer data is to understand the kinematics of individual struc-
tures or regions of a fold-and-thrust belt. The reason for this is 
that thermochronometer ages commonly have uncertainties that 
are ~10%–20% (e.g., Fosdick et al., 2015) of the age measured. If 
individual thrust sheets are active for 5–10 m.y. before deforma-
tion migrates elsewhere, then the uncertainties on ages used in an 
analysis will need to be less than this amount of time if informa-
tion about the kinematics of the structures is desired. This implies 
that Cenozoic fold-and-thrust belts are the best target for the type 
of analysis presented in Figures 6 and 8. Thus, recently active 
structures have a better chance of retaining a signal of the fault 
kinematics than will, for example, a ca. 300 Ma Paleozoic thrust 
belt, which might have uncertainties in ages of ~30–60 m.y. that 
will mask the timing of individual thrust sheet activity.

Sensitivity of Thermal Fields and Thermochronometers to 
Subsurface Structures

While rocks record cooling associated with every component 
of structurally induced exhumation, the uplift and exhumation 
that are recorded by any given thermochronometer are dependent 
upon the magnitude of exhumation associated with displacement 
on a structure and the thermal history of the rocks: length and 
magnitude of burial, speed of exhumation, and heat production. 
If the magnitude of exhumation is particularly close to that nec-
essary to reset a thermochronometer system, the predicted pat-
tern of cooling ages can be signifi cantly altered by small changes 

in modeled topography or heat production. Thus, changing the 
location of small (~2-km-high) footwall ramps may have very 
modest implications that could be obscured by changes in mod-
eled topography or modeled heat production values. However, 
the larger the ramp, the more signifi cant is the vertical component 
of the velocity fi eld and the more robust is its cooling signal. 
A 5-km-high footwall ramp will have a signal that is seen in a 
5–10 m.y. difference in ages between the reset ages that have 
been uplifted and exhumed over the ramp (Fig. 8) and those that 
have not (McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015; Gilmore, 2014). A large 
footwall ramp, such as the 10-km-high basement ramps proposed 
for the Bolivian Andes (McQuarrie, 2002a; McQuarrie et al., 
2008), would produce a dramatic cooling age signal, where the 
age offset over the ramp would extend from not reset to reset, or 
would display an age difference of 30–40 m.y. (Rak, 2015).

Can Thermochronometers Aid in Constructing More 
Viable Balanced Sections?

Balanced cross sections provide a direct model of the sub-
surface geometry that can reproduce the mapped surface geology, 
and they require that the lengths and locations of hanging-wall 
and footwall ramps match. As a result, these balanced cross sec-
tions provide a viable, possible, kinematic progression of defor-
mation as well as a template of the ways in which the location 
and magnitude of ramps in the basal décollement have evolved 
with time. However, even when matching the surface geology, 
and all available geophysical constraints, cross sections are still 
considered the “best guess” for the proposed subsurface geom-
etry and may permit multiple interpretations of proposed subsur-
face structures, décollement ramp locations, and total shorten-
ing estimates. We suggest that the integration of cross sections 
with thermochronometers has the power to provide a quantitative 
test of the validity of balanced cross-section geometry and kine-
matics because of the strong relationship between the location 
of ramps or zones of accretion, which provide the vertical com-
ponent of the kinematic fi eld, and young predicted cooling ages 
recorded at the surface in rapidly eroding orogens (e.g., Fuller 
et al., 2006b; Whipp et al., 2007; Robert et al., 2011; Coutand et 
al., 2014). If the geometry (i.e., locations of ramps proposed in 
the balanced section) cannot predict the measured ages (using a 
suite of rates and thermal properties), then that geometry is not 
valid, even if it does balance in a traditional sense (McQuarrie 
and Ehlers, 2015). Thus, cooling ages have the potential to test 
the viability of proposed cross-section kinematics and highlight 
regions where the cross-section geometry needs to be altered to 
match the cooling ages (Gilmore, 2014). Gilmore (2014) showed 
that the cooling ages predicted from two different cross-section 
geometries were notably different, particularly in modeled AFT 
ages (Fig. 9). The predicted ages from the original cross-section 
geometry (Long et al., 2011b) refl ected a cooling signal imparted 
by a large 5 km ramp that produced a marked change (from south 
to north) from young ages, reset by uplift over the ramp, to older 
ages that were reset earlier in the deformation history (Fig. 9A). 
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These predicted ages did not match the measured ages, which 
continued to young to the north between 60 and 90 km from the 
Main Frontal thrust (Gilmore, 2014). Breaking the large ramp 
into two smaller ramps that are offset by 50 km, with the northern 
ramp located as far north as the reset ages, resulted in a different 
pattern of predicted ages, which continued to young to the north 
and matched the trend of published data (Fig. 9B). Both versions 
of the cross section balance in the traditional sense; however, the 
second version is more viable because it can produce predicted 
thermochronometer ages that match measured ages through the 
region (Gilmore, 2014).

Implications for Advances in Tectonics

Rates of Deformation
Accurate determination of the geometry, magnitude, and 

rates of shortening in convergent systems has far-reaching impli-
cations for assessing both the drivers and expected responses of 
geodynamic processes and thus for discovering new and intrigu-
ing research questions. The advent and growth of high-resolution 
global positioning system (GPS) data sets have provided unprec-
edented resolution on modern rates of motion across faults. How 
do these modern rates correlate with long-term (107 yr) displace-
ment rates or fault rates calculated over 103 yr via cosmogenic 
nuclide dating (e.g., Lavé and Avouac, 2000)? If the long-term 
rates are shown to vary over 107 yr, as has been suggested (Long et 
al., 2012; McQuarrie and Ehlers, 2015; Pană and van der Pluijm, 
2015), what are the processes driving that change? For example, 
several studies have sought for correlations between age and rate 
of shortening in fold-and-thrust belts and paleo-altimetry data 
suggesting attainment of high topography. Both the Himalayan 
and the Andean fold-and-thrust belts are adjacent to orogenic 
plateaus. Researchers have proposed both slow and steady attain-
ment of elevation, commensurate with shortening (Barnes and 
Ehlers, 2009; DeCelles et al., 2007), and rapid elevation gain due 
to delamination of a dense lithospheric root (e.g., Garzione et 
al., 2006; Molnar and Stock, 2009). The predicted response to 
a rapid change of elevation and thus supercritical wedge condi-
tions is a rapid outward propagation of the fold-and-thrust belt 
and a potential increase in shortening rates (e.g., Garzione et al., 
2006; DeCelles et al., 2009), information that has previously 
been unavailable.

Linking Deformation Rates to Rates of Surface Processes
The methods presented here for integrating the geometry 

of structures and rates of shortening, and predicting the result-
ing topographic, basin, and erosional response to those struc-
tures and rates allow for quantitative links between surface and 
subsurface processes.

Previously, research attempting to quantify the rates of 
shortening could only broadly relate displacement on a suite 
of structures to the measured cooling ages (Elger et al., 2005; 
McQuarrie et al., 2008; Long et al., 2012; Thiede et al., 2009) 
or foreland basin deposits (DeCelles et al., 1995; Jordan et al., 

2001). Well-dated growth structures (Lawton et al., 1993; Jordan 
et al., 1993; Horton, 1998; Perez and Horton, 2014) provide criti-
cal constraints on the end of fault motion, but they rarely limit 
age of fault initiation. As mentioned in the previous subsection, 
linking cross-section estimates of shortening with thermokine-
matic models allows for the quantifi cation of shortening rates as 
well as evaluation of the uniqueness of those rates (McQuarrie 
and Ehlers, 2015; Rak, 2015). This is critical for studies that seek 
to integrate deformation, uplift, and erosion rates and identify 
potential lags in the system (Thiede et al., 2009; Val et al., 2016; 
Adams et al., 2016). As highlighted in the “Thrust Systems” sec-
tion, a cooling age, particularly in a system of stacked thrusts and 
thrust ramps, may not be representative of the age of motion on 
the structure from which it was collected. In addition, isostatic 
loads, which affect the magnitude and extent of basin deposits, 
may not be limited to the frontal thrust structures, highlighting 
the need for an integrated approach. With the growing ability to 
mine topographic data sets to ascertain the spatial and temporal 
patterns of differential uplift of rock (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006; 
Kirby and Whipple, 2012), the geomorphic signal of rock uplift 
can also be quantitatively tied to the geometry and displacement 
history of structures producing that uplift. We would argue that 
the reconstructed history of cross-section deformation must be 
consistent with the rate, timing, and geometry of rock uplift 
inferred independently from geomorphic analyses, cosmogenic 
radionuclide erosion rate patterns determined from cosmogenic 
nuclide dating (e.g., Adams et al., 2016; Val et al., 2016), and 
thermochronometric cooling age patterns. The velocity input into 
thermokinematic models such as Pecube used to predict cooling 
ages (see “Thermal Structure of Fold-and-Thrust Belts” section) 
can also be input into planform surface models, such as CAS-
CADE, which simulated an evolving river network with trunk 
streams and interfl uves, facilitating direct comparisons of pre-
dicted and measured geomorphic indicators.

SUMMARY

Fold-and-thrust belts and their associated foreland basins 
provide a record of deformation, exhumation, and sedimentation 
of past and present contractional orogenic systems. The grow-
ing ability to combine geologic data (maps and cross sections), 
geochemical data (geothermometers, geochronometers, geoba-
rometers, and thermochronometers), and geophysical techniques, 
such as numerical modeling, has an enormous potential to quan-
tify the rates, magnitudes, and timing of deformation and ero-
sion in active, contractional settings. The interpretation of ther-
mochronometric data in these contractional settings is dependent 
on the thermal, kinematic, and erosion history of the sampled 
rocks. We assert that the geometry of fold-and-thrust belts, as 
delineated through balanced cross sections, provides a series of 
testable kinematics scenarios that, when combined with a subsur-
face thermal fi eld from a thermal model, can be used to calculate 
thrust belt displacement, velocity, acceleration/deceleration, and 
the associated pattern and magnitude of erosion. The resulting 
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deformation history will provide insight into previously elusive 
long-term displacement fi elds of continental deformation in con-
vergent orogenic systems.
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